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Summary

Background The need for timely and reliable information about global health resource flows to low-income and middle-income countries is widely recognised. We aimed to provide a comprehensive assessment of development assistance for health (DAH) from 1990 to 2007.

Methods We defined DAH as all flows for health from public and private institutions whose primary purpose is to provide development assistance to low-income and middle-income countries. We used several data sources to measure the yearly volume of DAH in 2007 US$, and created an integrated project database to examine the composition of this assistance by recipient country.

Findings DAH grew from $5·6 billion in 1990 to $21·8 billion in 2007. The proportion of DAH channelled via UN agencies and development banks decreased from 1990 to 2007, whereas the Global Fund to Fight AIDS, Tuberculosis and Malaria, the Global Alliance for Vaccines and Immunization (GAVI), and non-governmental organisations became the conduit for an increasing share of DAH. DAH has risen sharply since 2002 because of increases in public funding, especially from the USA, and on the private side, from increased philanthropic donations and in-kind contributions from corporate donors. Of the $14·5 billion DAH in 2007 for which project-level information was available, $5·1 billion was for HIV/AIDS, compared with $0·7 billion for tuberculosis, $0·8 billion for malaria, and $0·9 billion for health-sector support. Total DAH received by low-income and middle-income countries was positively correlated with burden of disease, whereas per head DAH was negatively correlated with per head gross domestic product.

Interpretation This study documents the substantial rise of resources for global health in recent years. Although the rise in DAH has resulted in increased funds for HIV/AIDS, other areas of global health have also expanded. The influx of funds has been accompanied by major changes in the institutional landscape of global health, with global health initiatives such as the Global Fund and GAVI having a central role in mobilising and channelling global health funds.

Funding Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation.

Introduction

In the years leading up to the present global economic downturn, international support for improving health in low-income and middle-income countries grew substantially, which gave rise to a lively debate among global health experts on how development assistance for health (DAH) could be used effectively.1–4 With the onset of a global recession, many expect decreases in future development assistance by sector.13 However, these estimates track only public sources and exclude private philanthropy, which is an important source of development assistance.19 The OECD data also omit other important health flows, such as contributions from the Global Alliance for Vaccines and Immunization (GAVI) and core-funded activities of WHO.20–23 Studies investigating resources for specific diseases or types of interventions24–27 have similar disadvantages. Studies of aggregate flows provide only data from single years,20,22 and those capturing time-series data are outdated.21,22

In view of the interest in DAH, why have these flows been so difficult to track comprehensively and systematically? Defining what constitutes DAH is conceptually challenging. Clarity on the scope of health resource tracking is needed, including a delineation of the types of institutions that should be tracked, what counts as health dollars and what might be health-related such as support for allied sectors, and whether assistance for all countries or just those of low and middle income should be included. Additionally, whether the quantity of interest is commitments, disbursements, or expenditure (panel) needs to be clearly defined.

Several measurement challenges make careful analysis complex, time-consuming, and at times uncertain. First, crucial variables in OECD’s databases such as yearly disbursements and project descriptions are often incomplete. Second, there are no integrated databases
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for health-related assistance flows from private foundations and non-governmental organisations (NGOs) worldwide. Third, development assistance flows from primary funding sources through various financial intermediaries to many implementing institutions, increasing the danger of the same money being counted multiple times. Fourth, the poor quality of data from previous years makes quantification of time trends difficult. Fifth, different published sources of information for the same organisation are often inconsistent. And last, organisations use different fiscal years and accounting methods, which complicate the task of developing coherent information over time.

We aimed to tackle these challenges and develop a consistent time series of DAH from 1990 to 2007 on the basis of clear definitions and data drawn from several sources.

Methods

Conceptual framework

The first step in estimation of DAH was to identify all important public and private channels of assistance in the health sector. The webappendix p 1 shows how resources for health flow to and from these channels of assistance. In practice, some channels such as bilateral aid agencies and private foundations behave more as funding sources, whereas others such as the UN agencies and NGOs are channels of assistance as well as implementing institutions (webappendix p 2).

DAH in each year equals the sum of gross yearly disbursements on all health-sector grants and loans, and health-related programme expenditures from the channels of assistance, net of any transfers to other channels of assistance included in the study. Five points are worth noting. First, we defined health as all disease-specific support and general health-sector support, and excluded support for allied sectors such as water and sanitation, education, general budget support, and humanitarian assistance. Although development assistance to most sectors affects health, the aim of this study was to estimate direct assistance to the health sector. For comparison purposes, however, we report overall time trends in general budget support and debt relief separately. Second, we counted yearly disbursements on health-sector loans and grants rather than commitments made towards future payments. Third, DAH includes gross disbursements rather than net resource flows. Fourth, to avoid double-counting, we subtracted any flows from the channels that we were tracking to other channels also tracked by us—ie, we counted DAH from the channel most proximal to the recipient country or destination of the funds. Last, research funded by DAH channels of assistance are included in our estimate, whereas health research by institutions that do not meet our definition of a channel of assistance have been excluded.

Overview of data sources

The study tracks bilateral aid agencies in 22 member countries of the OECD Development Assistance Committee, the European Commission, WHO, the UN Children’s Fund (UNICEF), the UN Population Fund (UNFPA), the Joint UN Programme on HIV/AIDS (UNAIDS), the World Bank, the Asian Development Bank, the Inter-American Development Bank, the African Development Bank, GAVI, the Global Fund to Fight AIDS, Tuberculosis and Malaria, US-based private foundations including the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, and US-based NGOs. Channels for which we were unable to identify robust data sources have been
In B, funds from channels for which we were unable to find separated revenue information and interagency transfers from non-DAH institutions are included in the unallocable category; other refers to interest income, currency exchange adjustments, and other miscellaneous income. In C, the unallocable category includes funds such as interagency transfers from non-DAH institutions, interest income, and miscellaneous income that could not be attributed to countries. Channels for which we had no revenue information are included under unspecified. NGO=non-governmental organisation. BMGF=Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation. GAVI=Global Alliance for Vaccines and Immunization. GFATM=Global Fund to Fight AIDS, Tuberculosis and Malaria. UNICEF=UN Children’s Fund. UNFPA=UN Population Fund. UNAIDS=Joint UN Programme on HIV/AIDS. IBRD=International Bank for Reconstruction and Development. IDA=International Development Association.
Articles

We constructed two integrated databases: one reflecting aggregate flows and a second project-level database for channels that provided project-level information.

Research methods

We counted as DAH all health-related disbursements from bilateral donor agencies excluding funds that they transferred to any of the other channels tracked to avoid double-counting. We extracted this information from the OECD’s creditor reporting system (CRS) database. Since donors under-reported disbursement information to the CRS before 2002, we developed a method to predict disbursements from the observed data (webappendix pp 18–24). For other grant-making and loan-making institutions, we similarly included their yearly disbursements on health grants and loans, excluding transfers to any other channels and ignoring any repayments on outstanding debts (webappendix pp 25–38 and 45–47). The yearly disbursements for grant-making and loan-making DAH institutions indicate only the financial transfers made by these agencies. Therefore, we separately estimated in-kind transfers from these institutions in the form of staff time for providing technical assistance and the costs of managing programmes (webappendix pp 53–55).

For the UN agencies, we included their yearly expenditure on health both from their core budgets and from voluntary contributions. For UNICEF, we also estimated the proportion of total expenditure that was spent on health (webappendix pp 39–44). For NGOs, we used data from US Government sources and financial documents from a sample of NGOs to estimate health expenditures by NGOs registered in the USA. The amount for 2007, which has not been released yet, was estimated on the basis of data from previous years (webappendix pp 48–52). We used data for the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation from its tax documents, and relied on data from the Foundation Center for all other US foundations (webappendix pp 45–47). We were unable to include NGOs and foundations registered in other donor countries because of data restrictions.

To estimate the total amounts, we carefully corrected for double-counting. For example, the global health programme at the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation disbursed funds to several channels tracked by this study, each of which also received funds from elsewhere (webappendix p 3). We excluded the flows from the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation to these channels from our estimate of DAH, since inclusion of those and outflows from these channels would lead to an exaggerated estimate of DAH.

We collected information about each channel’s income and used it to disaggregate its contribution to DAH according to the proportion of income received from different sources. The resulting values for DAH by source are imputed rather than observed and do not indicate the total amount that the channels received from different sources.

We used the project-level database to analyse the composition of DAH by recipient country. We then assessed DAH for HIV/AIDS, tuberculosis, malaria, and health-sector budget support with keyword searches within the descriptive fields (webappendix p 56). We chose to focus on these areas in view of their relevance to present policy debates about global health finances. We separately extracted from the CRS data for general budget support and debt relief, and estimated total disbursements for both (webappendix pp 18–24). Last, we explored the relation between DAH and the burden of disease measured in disability-adjusted life-years (DALYs),23 and between per head DAH24 and income measured by the gross domestic product (GDP) of recipient countries.25–27 All results are presented in 2007 US$ by first converting figures from local currencies into nominal US$ with OECD’s exchange rates and then deflating these nominal dollar sequences into real 2007 US$.25 All analyses were done in Stata (version 10.0) and R (version 2.7.1).

Role of the funding source

The funding source for this study had no role in the study design, data collection, data analysis, data interpretation, or writing of the Article. The corresponding author had full access to all data analysed and had final responsibility for the decision to submit for publication.
Results

Figure 1A shows total DAH from 1990 to 2007 in 2007 US$ as disaggregated by the channel of assistance. The total amount of DAH quadrupled from $5.6 billion in 1990 to $21.8 billion in 2007. Although DAH doubled over the course of the 11 years between 1990 and 2001, it doubled again in the 6 years between 2001 and 2007. The relative contributions of different channels of assistance changed substantially over time. The percentage of DAH mobilised by the UN agencies decreased from 32.3% in 1990 to 14.0% in 2007. The World Bank and regional banks accounted for 21.7% of DAH at their relative peak in 2000, which reduced to 7.2% by 2007. The share of DAH from bilateral agencies as channels of assistance decreased from 46.8% in 1990 to 27.1% in 2001, and then increased in subsequent years to 34.0% in 2007. The Global Fund and GAVI scaled up rapidly from less than 1% of DAH each in 2002 to 8.3% and 4.2%, respectively, in 2007. The Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation as a channel peaked in 2007 at 3.9% of DAH. The share of resources flowing through NGOs increased from 13.1% of DAH in 1990 to 24.9% in 2006, the last year for which we have reported data for the NGOs.

Figure 1B separates DAH by the original source of funding. Both public and private funding for health increased over time and grew more substantially after 2001. The US Government was the largest donor of public DAH during this time. The other big donors in terms of cumulative disbursements from 2002 to 2007, in decreasing order of size, were the governments of the UK, Japan, Germany, France, Netherlands, Canada, Sweden, Norway, and Italy. Private sources of funding were responsible for a growing share of DAH, up from 19.0% in 1998 to 26.7% in 2007. This peak corresponded with the entry of the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation into the development arena. However, this graph does not capture the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation’s total disbursements.
Figure 1C shows DAH from both public and private sources, by its country of origin. The results show that the USA was the biggest contributor overall and that its share has increased over the years. This finding could be an overestimate because private contributions from citizens of other donor countries to NGOs in their countries have not been quantified due to data restrictions. The eight largest non-US NGOs for which we obtained data for some select years (webappendix pp 48–52) spent $231 million on health programmes in 2006, which is small compared with the health expenditures of US NGOs. Hence, we believe that the overall pattern is still largely as shown despite the exclusion of non-US NGOs from the study. This comparison disregards differences in national incomes across these countries. We calculated DAH as a percentage of GDP for the 22 member countries of the OECD in 2007. By this measure, the USA (0·08%) ranked fifth, behind Sweden (0·24%), Luxembourg (0·15%), Norway (0·14%), and Ireland (0·10%).

The webappendix p 4 depicts DAH by target region. The proportion of DAH for which data for target country was not available decreased from 70·6% in 1990 to 44·2% in 2007. All regions had increases in funding but the relative share of DAH for sub-Saharan Africa increased from 9·7% in 1990 to 13·9% in 2001, and then to 22·7% in 2007. This growth partly indicates the expansion of funding for HIV/AIDS.

Figure 1D disaggregates DAH into financial transfers and in-kind assistance, showing that the in-kind share of DAH is large and has grown disproportionally. Financial assistance includes all financial disbursements from DAH channels to implementing agencies and research institutions in both high-income countries and those of low and middle income. In-kind assistance has two components. The first—services management, research, and technical assistance—includes all expenditures by UN agencies on health programmes, the costs incurred by loan-making and grant-making institutions for providing technical assistance and programme management, and expenditures by NGOs net of any commodities delivered. Donated drugs and other commodities comprise the second component of in-kind transfers, and are shown separately.

Figure 2 shows DAH funding for HIV/AIDS, tuberculosis, and malaria. Disbursements for HIV/AIDS have grown, first gradually from $0·2 billion (3·4% of DAH) in 1990 to $0·8 billion (7·0%) in 2000, and then more rapidly to $5·1 billion (23·3%) in 2007. DAH for tuberculosis and malaria remained small by comparison: $0·7 billion (3·2%) and $0·8 billion (3·5%), respectively, in 2007. However, resources for malaria have substantially increased since 2005. Although donors have made arguments emphasising the importance of funds providing general health-system support that are not linked to specific programmes or diseases, the volume of these flows remained low.

Some donors, particularly the UK and the European Commission, have provided substantial general budget support. Such grants, along with debt relief, have the potential to increase resources for the health sector. The webappendix p 5 shows our estimated trend for disbursements of general budget support and debt relief, as well as the additional funds that probably flowed into the health sector as a result of these streams, with the assumption that governments from low-income and middle-income countries spent 5% of the resources on health. Our results show that general budget support and debt relief generated was small compared with DAH.

Figure 3 shows the composition of public DAH by channel of assistance. We used the channel of delivery code in the CRS to separate bilateral assistance from members of the Development Assistance Committee into funds flowing to recipient governments versus other civil society and private agencies. Contributions to GAVI and the Global Fund, as well as funds flowing to governments and civil society groups in recipient countries, have grown substantially, whereas funds flowing through the World Bank, European Commission, WHO, UNICEF, and other UN agencies have not
expanded at the same pace. Since the share that flowed through unspecified channels has fallen from 1990 to 2007, these trends need to be interpreted with some caution. The webappendix p 6 shows the composition of public monies by channel for every donor country in 2007. Some countries such as France, Italy, Netherlands, and Finland have largely channelled their public funds through multilateral mechanisms. Other large donors such as the UK and the USA have channelled a substantial proportion through bilateral mechanisms or NGOs.

The Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation is the single biggest source of private DAH. Figure 4 shows its global health commitments and disbursements. Resources for global health from the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation have substantially risen since 2000. Since many commitments are multiyear projects, yearly disbursements are lower than the commitments. They have scaled up global health commitments substantially since 2004, reaching nearly $2 billion in both 2006 and 2007. A large share of their disbursements were transferred to other channels of assistance tracked in this study, including GAVI, the Global Fund, the World Bank, and UN agencies.

Figure 5 shows total overseas health expenditure by US NGOs included in our study from 1990 to 2007, and the proportion received from different funding sources. The share of expenditure financed through private revenues is divided into amounts from the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, other private financial donations, and in-kind contributions. The in-kind component, which is more than 50% in most years, included donations of drugs from pharmaceutical companies that were valued at current market prices. This accounting practice has potentially resulted in an exaggeration of the magnitude of resources flowing via US NGOs. The table lists the 20 US-based NGOs with the highest overseas health expenditure. Most of these NGOs have the highest percentages of revenue from in-kind contributions helped to channel drugs and medical supplies to recipient countries and partner agencies.

In view of the strong global interest in malaria, tuberculosis, and HIV/AIDS, as manifested in the Millennium Development Goals and the creation of the Global Fund, funding for these diseases are further disaggregated (figure 6) by channels of assistance. HIV/AIDS funding was strongly dominated by the US Government and the Global Fund, with other channels having a secondary but important and expanding role. By contrast, tuberculosis funding mainly flowed through grants from the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, the Global Fund, and WHO, with the US Government playing a small part. Despite the US President's Malaria Initiative, the pattern for malaria seemed to be similar. These results show that although the amount of DAH flowing for tuberculosis and malaria remained low as of 2007, the Global Fund and Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation have emerged as the two biggest channels of assistance for these diseases.
The share of DAH allocable by recipient country grew from 30·3% in 1990 to 56·6% in 2007. The webappendix pp 7–9 plots cumulative DAH from 2002–07 against the total burden of disease measured in DALYs for all low-income and middle-income countries. We make the comparison on a log-log scale because of the large range in amounts of DAH and DALYs across countries. Disease burden and DAH are positively correlated. However, donor assistance can greatly vary at the same level of burden; for example, there is a 33-fold difference between DAH received by Turkmenistan and Nicaragua, two countries with similar disease burden.
Some small island states such as Micronesia, Tonga, and the Marshall Islands get high levels of DAH per DALY. The correlation between health aid and disease burden has risen from 0·6 to 0·8 between 1997 and 2007. Furthermore, there is little difference in the pattern for low-income, lower middle-income, and upper middle-income countries. The correlation between per head DAH and per head GDP was near zero until the mid-1990s but has decreased steadily from –0·1 in 1999 to –0·3 in 2007, which suggests that poorer countries are receiving increasing amounts of DAH. Figure 7 shows a map of total DAH per DALY and the webappendix pp 10–12 shows disease-specific maps of DAH per DALY for HIV/AIDS, tuberculosis, and malaria. The maps show substantial variation in DAH per DALY across regions and within regions. These results suggest that country allocation of DAH is driven by many considerations, including income, burden of disease, political stability, and historical and political relations between specific donors and recipient countries.

In Figure 8, the 30 countries with greatest DAH are ordered by rank in the left column, while countries are ranked in decreasing order of burden on the right. India topped both lists. Although some high-burden countries such as China, Brazil, and Bangladesh had a much higher rank on the burden list than on the DAH list, the situation was the reverse for Ethiopia, Uganda, Tanzania, Kenya, and Mozambique. Additional research into factors predicting the amount of DAH received can explain these patterns. For the ten countries receiving the most cumulative DAH and per head DAH from 2002 to 2007, the webappendix pp 13 and 14 shows the composition of DAH in terms of the channel of assistance through which these funds were received.

Discussion
This study documents what is widely recognised in the area of global health—namely, that development assistance for improving health in countries of low and middle income has expanded substantially in the past 18 years. Resources quadrupled between 1990 and 2007, and the rate of growth accelerated after 2002. The influx of resources has not only been from public sources but also from private philanthropy. Although the scale-up of global health resources from the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation is striking, the magnitude of resources that US NGOs mobilised from other private philanthropy was greater. In particular, corporate drug and equipment donations have expanded substantially. However, the true value of these donations to recipients in developing countries might be less than the value that was recorded on US tax returns.29

The expansion of resources for global health especially in the past 10 years has been accompanied by a major change in the institutional landscape. Two new and large channels of resource flows, the Global Fund and GAVI, have attracted a growing share of funds, while the...
The proportion of assistance going to UN agencies and development banks has decreased during this period. The role of NGOs in terms of spending funds from the public and private sectors has expanded tremendously, as has direct bilateral assistance to governments in low-income and middle-income countries. The shift is not only towards a smaller relative role for the UN system and the World Bank, but also for the changed status of these organisations. Over time, the share of their expenditure from voluntary contributions as opposed to assessed contributions has grown steadily (webappendix pp 39–44). To sustain their present role, the UN agencies—especially WHO and UNICEF—have to compete with recipient countries, NGOs, and other organisations for available DAH funds. This steady shift to a competitive model of funding runs the risks of undermining their crucial role as trusted neutral brokers between the scientific and technical communities on the one hand, and governments of developing countries on the other.

Although HIV/AIDS, tuberculosis, and malaria account for an important part of the expansion in resources, other areas of health have also increased. While there is much discussion among donors about increasing funds transferred to developing countries through general health-sector support, the data suggest that it remains a very small part of DAH. The difference between the rhetoric and reality emphasises the value of resource tracking.

Any presentation or analysis of this type will inevitably lead to debate about the validity of the figures for all the institutions presented here. Even financial officers of the organisations that we are tracking might disagree with our figures. Although many of these differences can be accounted for on the basis of research strategies used in the study (detailed in the webappendix), we firmly believe that the best way forward will be to foster a vigorous and open debate about all the data. A broader understanding of the intricacies involved in such analysis will hopefully produce improved data in the future.

We believe that our figures provide an accurate portrayal of the reality of DAH. Nevertheless, our study has limitations. We have not included private resources raised by non-US NGOs and foundations. We obtained data for health expenditure for 1–7 years for a few large non-US NGOs for 2000–06, but were unable to include these figures in our DAH totals because we were missing data before 2000. We do not capture financial flows from low-income and middle-income countries to other such countries, and flows from non-OECD high-income countries to those of low and middle income. The most important case in this category is probably China, which is believed to be scaling up international assistance to other low-income and middle-income countries. We do not provide separate estimates for country-specific DAH and DAH for objectives such as research and development that serve many countries. We have had to estimate disbursements from commitments for many donors. The validity of our results thus depends on the mapping of commitment to

Figure 8: 30 countries with greatest development assistance for health (DAH) from 2002 to 2007, compared with 30 countries with greatest all-cause disease burden in 2002. Countries of low, lower-middle, and upper-middle income are shown with red, blue, and green markers and arrows, respectively. Countries in either column that received a rank lower than 30 in the other column and are, therefore, unmatched in the figure are underlined. Only DAH allocable by country is shown. DALY=disability-adjusted life-year. DR=Democratic Republic.
disbursement by donor. It would be desirable to have donors provide the full sequence of disbursements going back in time to 1990. We have also estimated health expenditures for the US NGOs. Although some of the quantities are estimated with statistical methods, we are unable to report uncertainty for our estimates at this time. These are all areas that we will work to improve in future years.

In this study we report DAH up to 2007; because of the lags in data reporting we are unable to report DAH disbursements or commitments in 2008. The 14–20 month lag in most of the data sources means that tracking trends in a timely way is very difficult at present. The current financial crisis has drawn attention to the importance of this situation. Concerns that development assistance could drop have been widely expressed. At present, we are unable to report uncertainty for our estimates at this time. These are all areas that we will work to improve in future years.

In this study we report DAH up to 2007; because of the lags in data reporting we are unable to report DAH disbursements or commitments in 2008. The 14–20 month lag in most of the data sources means that tracking trends in a timely way is very difficult at present. The current financial crisis has drawn attention to the importance of this situation. Concerns that development assistance could drop have been widely expressed. At present, we are unable to report uncertainty for our estimates at this time. These are all areas that we will work to improve in future years.

In this Article, we have not examined what happens when resources are received by an implementing government or NGO, and what proportion is spent at different points in the system. Answering these questions is essential to advance our understanding of the actual flow of resources within recipient countries. A related question asks what developing-country governments do with their own resources when they receive increased health aid. Some of the authors of this Article are engaged in research that uses DAH disbursement estimates and data for government health expenditure to investigate this crucial issue. Tracking flows for other sectors such as education, water and sanitation, and poverty alleviation, all of which affect health, will yield additional insights about development assistance to low-income and middle-income countries.

Timely and reliable information about DAH is essential for national policy making and planning. It is also needed for monitoring whether donors are honouring their commitments, to foster greater transparency in aid reporting, and as an essential component of assessments of effectiveness. As the debate on aid effectiveness intensifies, careful documentation of the magnitude of DAH can be a key building block for an evidence-based discussion.
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